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LC 280 α Gear Hobbing Machine

100 % Liebherr – Short delivery time
The LC 280 α gear hobbing machine is the perfect entry into gear cutting.
It offers maximum flexibility thanks to a diverse range of workpieces, wellknown Liebherr quality, and low acquisition cost.
The machine with a new hob head and perfected chip removal is ideal
for the supplier business, especially because of the fast delivery time of
approx. three months and high productivity.
The entry model comes with the touch-based user interface LH Geartec
and a ringloader concept for loading and unloading workpieces up to 15 kg.
• Machining workpieces with max. 280 mm diameter and shafts with a
length of up to 500 mm
• Wet and dry machining possible
• Dry machining with stainless steel housing available
• Newly developed and optimized hob head for larger tools in diameter
and length
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LS 180 E Gear Shaping Machine

The fully electronic shaping head
The new LS 180 E gear shaping machine with an electronic shaping head
stands out on account of its enormous flexibility. It can machine spur
and helical gears in one clamping and is thus capable of shaping several
gears on one workpiece.
Thanks to the easy control of the tooth trace modification, different
amounts of crown can be manufactured, which makes the machine valuable both to the supplying industry and to the development of prototypes.
Thanks to its small installation surface and a maximum stroke speed of
1,500 double strokes, the machine is both productive and easy to integrate into existing production plants.
• The time-consuming replacement of the mechanical helical guides is
omitted
• Lengthy procurement of new helical guides no longer required
• The set-up procedure for changing a workpiece is reduced to a
minimum
• Gear shaping of several gears with different helix angles possible in
one clamping
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LK 300/500 Gear Skiving Machine

Skiving³: Machine – Tool – Process
In the LK  300 and 500 gear skiving machines, process, tools and
machine including tool changer and automation system come from a
single source because in skiving³ the delivery of an integrated solution for
the customer is of primary interest.
Skiving³ is especially suited for internal gears of medium size and quantity, as it is much faster than shaping and more economical than broaching.
The machine can be operated using the touch-based control system
LH Geartec.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Rigid and robust machine design for the perfect process
LH Geartec user interface as standard
Ringloader concept for fastest loading on market
Plug-in coolant nozzle for optimal coolant supply for each workpiece
Available with optional tool changer (up to 12 tools)
Multiple clamping concepts available
Various external automation systems
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LD 180 C Chamfering and Deburring Machine

Custom chamfering
The compact stand-alone LD 180 C ChamferCut machine offers the
most economical solution for deburring and chamfering.
It can be positioned separately from the control cabinet and operated
from both sides.
The ChamferCut process provides a very precise chamfer geometry and
very long tool life and, compared to other processes, the lowest tool cost
per piece.
Easy integration into existing production lines thanks to the compact
design.
• Chamfering of workpieces up to a max. workpiece diameter of
180  mm and module 6 mm
• Maximum required installation surface for the basic machine incl.
control cabinet < 2.2 m²
• Can be combined with different automation concepts
• Can be retrofitted on existing automation systems
• Flexible integration thanks to specially developed lift/tilt loader for
different lifting positions
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LH Geartec

Safe and convenient set-up of processes
The touch-based machine control panel LH  Geartec has digital data
import whereby the import of digital tool datasheets according to
DIN  4000 makes very high operating safety possible as the tool is displayed on the screen.
In addition to process monitoring and support during the set-up procedure, the LH Geartec user interface also includes the function to define
bad tool sectors in the case of worn tools and thus max. out the tool life.
Another benefit is the standardized interfaces which offer Liebherr solutions both for MTConnect and for OPC Unified Architecture and also
make data transmissions via Profinet or Profibus coupler possible.
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REMAN

As good as new
As part of the REMAN program, customers can have a general overhaul performed on their machines, have individual components repaired
or decide in favor of a refurbished machine that corresponds to current
technical standards.
The complete rebuild which is offered for grinding, hobbing and shaping
technologies, involves returning the machines to their original technical
state and furnishing them with a new warranty.
The REMAN department requires qualified and experienced employees, who have worked on building the machines for many years and, for
example, are also familiar with older control systems.
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CBN Tools

CBN scores with internal gearing
With CBN profile grinding discs, very high process stability meets a large
metal removal rate.
With two- or three-ribbed grinding discs, the roughing and finishing
machining steps can be carried out in one process, which reduces the
grinding time significantly.
Most users are in the aerospace industry, but the CBN profile grinding
discs are also suitable for the automotive sector and industrial gearbox applications due to their particularly high-quality internal gears and
splines.
For each application it is possible to select the appropriate grinding
material, because Liebherr provides individual grain sizes for different
applications.
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Skiving Tools

Skiving instead of broaching
Skiving provides a cost-effective alternative to the broaching and shaping
process.
For this purpose, Liebherr has developed special skiving tools that withstand the very high stress in the skiving process, because the tools are
made from powder-metallurgical steels, carbide metal or a combination
of the two.
Skiving stands out primarily for its high productivity and is suitable for
industries such as automotive manufacturing, aerospace technology and
all other applications with planetary gear trains where internal gears are
machined in high quantities.
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PHS 1500 Allround Pallet Handling System

Allround:
Maximum flexibility thanks to frontal loading at both ends
The PHS 1500 Allround pallet handling system enables universal users to
start implementing automated production using machining centers with
4 and 5 axes. It can be delivered within four months. This helps you
to increase your productivity, reduce your part costs and increase your
competitiveness.
The PHS Allround has a modular structure. It can be set up in various
combinations based on need and expanded at any time. On either
narrow end, loading from the front is possible with a maximum displacement circle diameter of 1400 mm and a maximum transport weight of
1,500  kg. Screwing the carriage into the shelf creates a compact design.
As a result, the system features a smaller installation surface with a higher
storage density than comparable systems on the market.
In addition to pallet management, the user-friendly cell control technology can be expanded by adding useful additional functions such as
time-controlled order planning, productivity statistics, NC program, tool,
material and equipment management. The software can be integrated
into existing software systems such as ERP or CAM/tool management
systems.
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LP 100 Gantry Portal

Fast – Powerful – Flexible
The LP 100 gantry portal is available in the versions standard, heavy duty
with maximum weight of 280 kg, and high speed with a 80 % faster axis
acceleration and a maximum speed of 300 m/min.
The gantry is compatible with component weight classes in the range of
components for automotive engines and transmissions. Consequently,
Liebherr offers a more affordable alternative to existing gantry portals in
this weight class and boasts improved performance.
Because of its flexible design, which makes larger spacing between the
supports possible, the gantry portal is ideally suited for inline production
lines. In addition, Industry 4.0 functions have been expanded. As a result,
function-critical components can be replaced in a timely manner with the
help of online monitoring before wear becomes critical. Preventive maintenance can significantly reduce the risk of failure and improve system
safety.
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Bin Picking Robot System

Detect – Grip – Place
The Bin Picking robot system is used to remove parts as large as
1200  x  1000  x  1000  mm from deep cases. The system‘s functions
include handling cubic and axially symmetric workpieces, and removing
small, thin-walled components.
In this way, productivity can be increased, and labor costs can be lowered. The new laser vision system makes a faster withdrawal of parts
possible and ensures that deeper cases are emptied more thoroughly.
Thanks to the graphically guided programming screens, operation is
intuitive. Operation simulates, for example, the potential picking positions and prevents collisions. The machine operator does not require any
robots or NC programming knowledge to do this.
As a system supplier, Liebherr delivers cells, robots with an additional
7/8-axis, grippers, scanners and software as a turnkey solution. This
enables efficient automation of the parts removal process.
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Liebherr Performance

Latest technologies
We showcase the latest trends in the different gear technologies and
present our automation solutions in a unique 3D visualization.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skiving³
ChamferCut
Industry 4.0 and LH Geartec
Microgeometry
Asymmetry
Aerospace
Reman
Machine automation
3D visualization automation systems
LMS 4.0. Software solution for monitoring and supporting
production processes
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Notes
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